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Abstract

The modelling of natural phenomena is a chal-
lenging and endless task in computer graphics. As
difficult as it is, even with a good shape model
our job is still not done. What is now known as
"rendering" remains a challenge for natural
objects and natural scenes.

All the local illumination models currently in use
are insufficient to render convincingly the reflec-
tive properties of surfaces such as cloth, wood,
grass fields, water, etc.. Even more difficult is to
accomplish this at all scales, and blend smoothly
from uniform surfaces to textures to surface dis-
placements to geometric models.

The correct handling of global illumination is also
essential for a "natural" look. There has been
much activity recently to develop accurate and
efficient algorithms to solve that problem. As
much progress as has been made, we still have
some way to go to be able to incorporate arbitrary
local reflection models and complex participating
media into them.

We will discuss these various challenges, illus-
trate the shortcomings of the current solutions as
far as the rendering of natural scenes is con-
cerned, and present some of the specific solutions
we are currently working on. These solutions
include the filtering of bump maps, yielding
improved hierarchical local illumination models
and in particular interesting reflection models for
cloth, and FIAT, a global illumination model
which can use arbitrary local illumination models.

CR Categories: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Pic-
ture/Image Generation I.3.5 [Computer Graph-
ics]: Computational Geometry and Object Model-
ing I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-
Dimensional Graphics and Realism

General Terms: algorithms, models.

Additional Keywords and Phrases: local illumina-
tion, bump map filtering, global illumination.

1. Introduction

I do not think it necessary to try to convince any-
body that the modelling of natural phenomena is
both a necessary and a challenging task. Just a
look outside of your window (if you’re inside and
have a window not controlled by X) should in
addition convince anybody of the distance still
left to cover in computer graphics. So far most of
the attention has been focussed on shape mod-
elling, and it is indeed the first thing to get right.
In a previous survey [1] I addressed specifically
some of the issues and results in this area. The
other two important areas are animation of natural
phenomena and modelling the interaction of light
(of course itself a "natural" phenomenon) and nat-
ural objects. In this paper I will address some
problems related to the latter. It does not mean
that the three aspects can be always neatly sepa-
rated. In many cases realistic animation cannot be
achieved unless the motion is built into the geo-
metric model, and, as will be obvious from the
following, there are complex interactions between
shape models and illumination models.

This is not a survey, as it concentrates around two
rather specific topics, but is (I think) indicative of
the range of problems we face in this area. I will
assume known the current state of the art in mod-
elling natural phenomena. Textures and texture
mapping techniques have been very useful to aug-
ment geometric modelling. Among recent rele-
vant development are [2][3][4][5].

2. The Modelling Hierarchy

The appearance of most objects results from a
complex interaction between their shape, as mod-
elled by geometry, and the way they reflect light.
This dichotomy is only for descriptive conve-
nience, however, and there is no sharp boundary
between the two. Even if we keep to a level of
details well above the wavelength of light to
avoid considering interference and diffraction, we
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can either observe the effect of individual surface
details or merely the average of such, depending
on the scale and viewing distance from the sur-
face. Taking woven cloth as an example, we
might have to consider a geometric model for
each strand of material, each yarn, each thread, or
the average of the whole weaving pattern,
depending on viewing conditions. For each level
different modelling and rendering techniques
have been developed in computer graphics.

If we note Dg the level of the geometry at which
objects are usually defined (i.e. polygons or para-
metric surfaces), then displacement and bump
mappings [6][7] approximate what the geometric
model Dg+1 would define at a higher resolution or
magnification. As the details become smaller,
even surface mapping becomes highly subject to
aliasing problems. At this geometric level, Dg+2,
the details cannot be seen individually and appear
only because of the way they modulate the light
reflected off them. These details are then mod-
elled by local reflection models1.

Traditionally, reflection models have been divided
into two components: diffuse and specular
[8][9][10][11]. The diffuse component takes into
account the light that inter-reflects onto elements
of a same surface and is reemitted equally in all
directions. To model the specular reflection, Tor-
rance and Sparrow[8] assume that the surface is
made of highly reflective microscopic facets dis-
tributed in v-grooves. If the facets are randomly
distributed over the surface, shadowing and mask-
ing functions can be statistically estimated, and,
for a given distribution of slopes of the facets, the
light reflected in a particular direction can be
approximated. This shows clearly that the local
illumination model usually is based on some
model for the geometry of the surface at a smaller
scale than the visible details. In recent work to
improve the generality of illumination models,
Xiao et al[12] started from Kirchhoff equation for
the light reflected at a surface (approximated by
its tangent plane at the point considered) end
added interreflection and self-shadowing/masking
factors derived from statistical techniques (the
surface height is assumed to follow a Gaussian
distribution). While their model extends consider-

1. It is important to note that local is a relative term.
In practice local means at a scale of the order of
the area which is to be represented by a single il-
lumination computation.

ably the flexibility and accuracy of traditional
local models, there are still many surfaces which
do not meet these assumptions.

In [13] we used a "hidden" level of geometry
made of cylinders to allow the computation of
anisotropic reflection. Our anisotropic reflection
model corresponds to inserting two new geomet-
ric levels between the mapping (displacement or
bump) and the isotropic reflection model, now
identified as Dg+4. The isotropic reflection model
Dg+4, like the facets model of Torrance and Spar-
row, characterizes the surface nature of each
cylinder. A group of adjacent cylinders oriented
in one direction defines the Dg+3 level while a set
of groups of adjacent cylinders represents the
Dg+2 level. Figure 1).

Figure 1.
Levels of geometric modelling

illustrates the interaction between these various
levels.

While all these techniques are effective within
their intented scale, a major unsolved problem is
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to allow their simultaneous use, and in particular
ensure smooth transition between models when
the scale changes. For instance in our anisotropy
model one cannot see the individual cylinders, no
matter how close one gets to the surface. Another
way to formulate the same problem is that one
should be able to find a way to represent the aver-
age effect of one level in terms of the level above.

3. Local Illumination Models

To begin to solve that problem, it is important to
understand what "average" means in this context.
The smallest scale I will consider is the one at
which I can define and compute an effective bidi-
rectional reflectance distribution function
(BDRF). Now of course this function can be
itself the result of considering a surface with a
structure at a scale below the one considered. The
important point is that this structure will never be
explicit or visible in the rendering. The BDRF is
then probably itself an average. The trouble right
away is that a complete BDRF is a function of 4
variables ρ(θ i, φi,θ r , φr), 2 for the incident direc-
tion and two for the reflected direction. This can
(and most often is) reduced to two variables for
isotropic surfaces, but most natural surfaces are
not isotropic (and even more important we are
very sensitive to the case where they are not). To
be able to develop models above this, we have to
compute the light reflected by a given area of the
surface given the local BDRF, the local geometric
characteristics of the surface (tangent plane, cur-
vatures), the self blocking/shadowing and the
amount of interreflection. This has to be averaged
over the area considered, preferably as a close
form solution, but barring this in a form that can
be quickly computed. In addition, since at this
scale the structure can actually be seen under
some viewing conditions, we should be able to
vary smoothly from the values given by the origi-
nal BDRF to the average given by the new model.
The same requirements and exercise can be
repeated at an higher level.

4. Bump Map Filtering

As an example of problems and (partial) solution,
let’s consider bump map filtering.

4.1. The problem

Texture filtering has been investigated often in
computer graphics, and in addition to the surveys
by Greene and Heckbert [14], Greene [15], and
Heckbert [1617] techniques are described in
[181920] and [21].

Bump maps is the traditional (if inelegant) name
given to texture maps when the values (discrete
values of texture maps are often called texels) are
used to define or modify the normal to the surface
prior to shading computations. They were origi-
nally introduced by Blinn [6] and have been
widely used since. Unfortunately the filtering
techniques listed above do not apply and they
have not been successfully filtered yet. The rea-
son is straightforward. All the pre-filtering tech-
niques developed so far rely on the fact that they
filter some quantity that can be factored out of the
shading computation when the result is averaged
over an area or discrete samples. This is the case
of colour, whether it is represented in some RGB
space, spectral samples or linear combinations of
basis functions. This can be the case of some
other values such as the solid horizon angle used
by F. Taillefer to modulate the ambient term. It is
definitively not the case for normals, since they
are used in non-linear formulae by all current illu-
mination models.

4.2. A Solution

The solution proposed is to compute a new
"model" for each level for which an average is
needed. To be specific, assume a discrete bump
map which is used in the usual manner in a ren-
dering system. The goal is to produce a pyramid
of increasing texture areas, until the whole texture
is reduced to a single texel, exactly as in done in
MIP maps [20]. Again simple averaging to pro-
duce the new levels won’t work. If we look at the
mapped normals as discrete samples of an under-
lying distribution of normals D(P) defined for
each point P on the surface, we see that the prob-
lem is one of resampling that function at different
resolutions. One could use a variety of techniques
to accomplish this (spline interpolation, spherical
harmonics, etc.), but I found best for pragmatic
reasons to represent the distribution of normals as
a weighted sum of n Phong peaks, that is of func-

tions of the form D(P) =
n−1

i=0
Σ ai cosni (α i) where α i

is the angle between the vector OP and the direc-
tion of peak i (θ i, φi). In practice n is kept small
(≤ 7). Each peak has therefore 4 variables to fit,
and non-linear least squares are used to compute
the fit. It is remarkable that most bump maps
yield a fit to within a fraction a percent under
these circumstances. This is done for each level
of the pyramid (normally each half the linear size
of the preceding), but each level is computed
from the bottom, not from each other (of course
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this is to be done only one per texture as a pre-
processing step). To use a given level of the pyra-
mid, one extracts the variables of the peaks for
the appropriate texel of the level, and compute the
shade as a weighted sum of Phong shading. This
of course integrates easily into any current shad-
ing software/hardware. In practice for smooth
transitions one has to interpolate between texels
and between levels, and this is done in manner
similar to [20]. The important difference is that
the contributing peaks are not averaged, but their
amplitude ai is multiplied by the suitable interpo-
lation weights.

4.3. Results and Further Problems

This approach effectively solves the initial prob-
lem of bump map filtering. It has a not totally
unexpected side benefit: at each level one gets
local illumination models, and at the top level one
gets a model valid when all of the original bump
maps is comprised within the local "sample".
This model can be seen as a new BDRF extracted
from the bump map, but it has the advantage of
being made of rather simple elements, namely
Phong peaks. This makes the shading computa-
tion with this model a trivial modification of the
computation normally done with a single Phong
peak. One can at little additional cost get
anisotropy, and some of the complex reflection
behaviour that makes velvet different from silk,
and both different from taffetas. In collaboration
with F. Taillefer I am currently working on
extracting the necessary bump maps from geo-
metric models deduced from the individual weav-
ing patterns of various materials.

It is not all good news, however. None of the sec-
ondary reflection effects (self-
blocking/shadowing, interreflection) are in the
model2. Considered from the point of view of
bump map filtering this is acceptable, since the
bump map does not take this into account any-
way, but seen as a method to generate a new illu-
mination model this could be a serious drawback.
Partial remedies are possible. A good example is
the technique already mentioned developed by F.
Taillefer to modulate the ambient component.
More difficult is the case of self-shadowing, and
unfortunately it is essential to solve this, since
many types of surfaces such as fur and hair can-
not be properly modelled without it. Of course a

2. Note that even the average colour of the surface
is affected by self-shadowing/blocking.

solution for repeated bump maps is to compute
such effects directly from the original geometric
model, if available. In the case of woven material
this means for given illumination and viewing
conditions one can compute on the geometric tile
the reflection, shadowing and interreflection at the
cost of sampling the tile at a fine enough resolu-
tion (cost which is acceptable only for relatively
small repeated patterns). This approach, interme-
diary between local and global illumination could
be called context sensitive local illumination.

5. Global Illumination

5.1. Introduction

It has always been known that behind the ambient
term, which is set to a constant by most illumina-
tion models, lurks a problem of devastating com-
plexity. If we want to achieve a convincing level
of realism, however, it is indispensable to get at
least a reasonable approximation of the amount
and distribution of light falling on any object
from every direction. This is so because our
judgement about the nature, the quality and the
orientation of the surfaces we see, and about the
characteristics of the atmosphere around us, in
short our whole sense of space, critically depends
on it.

The reasons for the difficulties are fairly evident.
A local illumination model defines the intensity
distribution of the outgoing light given the inten-
sity distribution of the incoming light, and does so
with only that local information. On the other
hand a global illumination model has to define the
intensity distribution of the incoming light, which
is in turn a function of the intensity distribution of
the outgoing light.

5.2. Current Techniques

The first illumination models used light falling
directly on the objects from the light (often ignor-
ing shadows) to compute the light reflected in the
direction of the viewer Since it is obvious that in
most environments a significant amount of light
actually comes indirectly from other surfaces, a
constant term, the ambient intensity is usually
added.

Shown first in its full glory by Whitted [22], ray-
tracing traces paths from the eye into the environ-
ment through refracted and reflected rays. Ray-
tracing models very well pure reflection and
refraction, and since in many circumstances this
is what we notice most in scenes, it is a successful
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technique. Another reason for its wide appeal is
that it is relatively simple to implement. Ray-
tracing, however, has two serious drawbacks.
First it is a ray-driven process, and as such it
inherently point-samples. Various modifications
have been proposed to alleviate this problem,
some of them very effective, such as cone-tracing
[23], distributed ray-tracing [24], stochastic sam-
pling [25] [26], stratified sampling [27] and pen-
cil-tracing [28]. Second, ray-tracing traces from
the eye, and as such cannot determine illumina-
tion coming indirectly from the light sources after
reflection/refraction off other surfaces (or in gen-
eral media). That means still being limited to a
constant ambient light term. Various fixes have
been suggested [29], most involving the elusive
"ray-tracing from the light", none too successful.

Radiosity is a physical quantity expressing the
power (quantity of energy per unit time per area
sent by a surface into the environment. The
radiosity of a surface is a function of the radiosi-
ties of other surfaces in the environment, and
therefore to obtain it one has to solve a system of
n linear equations, n being the number of surface
elements in the scene. From the introduction of an
algorithm based on radiosity by Goral, Torrance
and Greenberg [30] [31], to its first practical
application through the use of hemi-cubes [32], to
the introduction of volume elements to include
participating media [33], to an adaptive imple-
mentation that proves it can be a realistic choice
for a rendering method [34], radiosity-based
methods have produced remarkable pictures, and
have shown that the global illumination problem
for diffuse surfaces is essentially solved.

The obvious limitation of radiosity is that it is a
model of diffuse reflections. Several attempts
have been made to introduce specular reflection
within a radiosity approach, notably by Immel,
Cohen and Greenberg [35], but this proves to be
extremely costly, because of the necessity to use
bidirectional reflectance which forces a jump in
the size of the solution matrix from O(n2) to
O(n4), where n is the number of elements in the
scene. A very interesting and (after the fact) sim-
ple observation made by Neumann and Neumann
[36] is that the same system of equations obtained
for diffuse surfaces is obtained for a more general
class of separable illumination models, that is
where the function of the light direction is separa-
ble from the function of the eye direction. They
thus obtain a limited range of specular models
"for free" within the radiosity solution.

Essentially, radiosity methods are patch driven
(actually there can be surface patches or volume
elements), and anything that forces an increase in
the number n of surface elements will dramati-
cally increase the storage requirements and the
running time (roughly as Θ(n2)).

The fact that ray-tracing and radiosity model dif-
ferent aspects of the global illumination problem
has lead several researchers to attempt combining
the two techniques. Wallace, Cohen and Green-
berg [37] and [38] [39] have met with some suc-
cess in that direction, but the gain is limited by
the fact that they consider only a limited number
of diffuse/specular surface interactions. The most
recent result along this line [40] is a two-pass
solution which handles quite arbitrary BDRF
through the clever use of spherical harmonic
decomposition.

In a quite different vein, Buckalew and Fussell
[41] have discretized light beam directions to
replace the hemicube by discrete patch to patch
links. Other approaches to improve on the
hemicube solutions are found in [42] and [43].
They are relevant to this work because they
address discretization problems similar to the
ones found in our approach.

5.3. Analysis

An obvious conclusion from this brief survey is
that each class of methods has good and bad qual-
ities. Most of the drawbacks of ray-tracing stem
from its ray-driven character, that is it works only
for perfect mirrors and refractors, and from the
fact it traces from the eye. Most of the drawbacks
of radiosity come from the fact that it is patch-
driven, and introduces the light only after the
form factors have been computed, and from the
fact it really works only for separable sources and
reflectors. They are both global illumination solu-
tions which critically depend on a limiting
assumption about the local behaviour of light.
Hybrid solutions also invariably have problems
because there is no neat dichotomy between spec-
ular and diffuse reflection, and real reflec-
tion/refraction is a continuum between these two
extremes.

The alternative is a light-driven approach, where
the global illumination problem is solved by prop-
agating the light from sources (we use "source" in
the broadest sense of anything radiating light) to
other parts of the environment to the eye 3. One

3. We hasten to point out that it will not be "ray-
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way to achieve this goal is to use wave propaga-
tion, and it has been suggested before [44] [45]
but we think that it is excessive and impractical at
this time. Another important criterion is that the
amount of effort spent on each part of the scene is
somehow related to how much light will come
from it. There is no need to compute much about
the whole content of a closet whose door remains
closed, even less need to compute anything if all
the lights are off. What we are advocating, there-
fore, is a light-driven, volume-oriented approach.

6. FIAT

We suggest here a new paradigm. Its main charac-
teristics are: it is a light-driven approach, it bal-
ances the light energy budget of adaptively deter-
mined cells, and it uses the result as "incremental
local light sources" in a conventional rendering.

6.1. The Paradigm

Consider a volume V within the environment to
render, with a boundary surface S. If we know for
every point of S the flux of light crossing it in any
direction, then we can study separately the illumi-
nation inside and outside of V. Furthermore, even
if we do not know the true situation at the bound-
ary, but only some amount of light emitted inside
V and the amount of light coming into V, and if
we know how to solve the global illumination
problem inside V, then we can assign to points of
S the correct amounts of outgoing light. The out-
side of V can then be treated without considering
V unless it is found that more light comes into V
from outside. In this case we can solve the global
illumination problem inside V again indepen-
dently of the previous solution if we assume (and
it is the only serious restriction) the linearity of
the light effects. This means that we assume that
all the operators O(I) on light intensity (or any
quantities proportional to the light power) are lin-
ear:

O( a I1 + b I2) = a O(I1) + b O(I2)

If we cannot solve the global illumination prob-
lem for V, we can partition it into two or more
sub-volumes, and so on recursively until each
section is simple enough so that we can deal with
it.

tracing from the light", since we won’t use
"rays", and we won’t follow just one reflec-
tion/refraction.

6.2. Power Balance

Given a volume V, how do we know whether its
internal global illumination has correctly been
determined? We can by considering its power
balance. If we call PI the power we have so far
determined to be going into V from outside, PO

the power we have so far determined to be going
from V to the outside, PA the power we have so
far determined to be absorbed inside V (of course
energy is conserved and PA is transformed into
non-visible forms of radiation, or non-radiative
forms of energy) and PE the power we have so
far determined to be emitted within V, then the
quantity:

∆P = PE + PI − PA − PO

is a measure of our ignorance about the power
budget of this volume (see Figure 2).

Figure 2.
Power Budget for volume V

A positive ∆P means that some power is not cor-
rectly re-emitted into the environment. A nega-
tive ∆P means that some power is lost by V into
the environment and not properly accounted for.
Only when ∆P is zero can we claim to have bal-
anced power budget of V. It is crucial to note that
once we have done this, because of our linearity
assumption we do not have to remember any of
the power components. After balancing V, we
have to consider it again only if there is a modifi-
cation to one of the power values, and then we
only need to use its increment.

In the initial state no power is exchanged between
volumes, and the only unbalanced volumes are
the ones containing a light source (PE = ∆P > 0).
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After balancing any of these volumes, new vol-
umes will become unbalanced because their PI

will become positive (PI = ∆P > 0). If when deal-
ing with a volume we are careful not to "create"
energy, that is we have a local illumination and
transmission model with some physical credibil-
ity, then a "treated" volume will be balanced, and
remain so until new light is transmitted into it
from an adjacent volume. This amount of light
cannot be more than its neighbour received (in
power), and in fact will be less after any reflec-
tion/refraction, so we are guaranteed to eventually
reach a state where all volumes are balanced. In
particular we will not become trapped in local
minima, and general global optimization algo-
rithms are not necessary.

An issue of concern is the existence of cycles.
They are very possible, as for instance when a
light source is between two parallel mirrors, each
one of these three objects being in distinct vol-
umes. We in practice preempt cycles by limiting
the amount of power that can be reflected to
something below 100%, so that the amount of
power transmitted in a cycle will be damped
rapidly.

6.3. Basic Algorithm

The straightforward implementation of this
paradigm can then be described by the following
pseudo-code:

begin Main
Scene_Pointer Scene
Volume_Pointer Volume
List of Volume_Pointer V_List
Get_Scene_Description(Scene)
Choose_Initial_Volume(Scene, Volume)
Add_To_V_List(Volume, V_List)
Balance_Everything(V_List)
Display(Scene)
Enjoy(Scene)

end Main

begin Balance_Everything(V_List)
Volume_Pointer Volume, Sub_Volume
List of Volume_Pointer Sub_V_List
while (V_List not Empty)

Chose_Next_Unbalanced(V_List, Volume)
if (Compute_DELTA_P(Volume)
< P_TOLERANCE) then

Remove_From_List(V_List, Volume)
elsif Can_Deal_With_Volume(Volume)

then
Balance_Volume(Volume)

Update_Neighbours(Volume, V_List)
/* Update_Neighbours can cause some
of the neighbours to be put on V_List */
Update_Local_Illumination(Volume)
Remove_From_List(Volume, V_List)

else
Split_Into_Sub_V(Volume, Sub_V_List)
for each Sub_Volume in Sub_V_List

Add_To_V_List(Sub_Volume)
end for

end if
end while

end Balance_Everything

6.4. Results So Far

We have an implementation based on adaptive
decomposition of the space in an octree of cells,
light propagation within cells modelled by sam-
pled beams with discretized directions, and a light
update buffer for progressive rendering. See [46]
for some details on the implementation on a par-
allel architecture.

The advantages of the approach are the greater
range of effects, over both radiosity-based tech-
niques and ray-tracing, that can be included (indi-
rect illumination, specular reflection, contributing
media), the adaptive and progressive nature of the
process (in particular unlit areas are not consid-
ered) and the flexibility achieved (parameters can
be tuned to control the time spent on the global
component). The disadvantages are the relatively
large memory requirements, the slow running
(real-time is only a distant hope) and the prob-
lems with discretization (especially for the direc-
tions). The good points of the bad points is that
the overall complexity is low with respect to the
size of the scene. It will take a large scene, how-
ever, to begin to reap the benefits of this slow
growth. We have had limited experience with the
integration of participating media to the computa-
tions. The main drawbacks is that they greatly
increase the number of active elements within
each cell, and therefore the storage and computa-
tional needs.

7. Conclusion

After reiterating the complexity of simulating the
interaction of light and matter, I isolated two spe-
cific class of problems, and presented beginnings
of solutions in each of them. Techniques for the
filtering of bump maps lead us to a simple
improved model of local illumination, and we
explored a new approach to solve a very general
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case of global illumination.

In addition to the shortcomings and remaining
problems noted in the above, there are still many
large questions to be addressed. Most surfaces
are not static. The surface of water, as an impor-
tant example, moves constantly. Statistical
approaches to the computation of the light
reflected by water exist [47] but are not well
suited to animation. My initial interest in the
problem of filtering surfaces arose in the context
of stochastic modelling [48] where a partially
evolved surface "stands in" for the fully subdi-
vided one. In this case the shading of each poly-
gon should be the average of the shade of all the
surface details not yet produced. Here again sta-
tistical methods help, but one should be able to
create and maintain differences between areas
with similar statistics.

I have not discussed the issue of light representa-
tion, that is spectral representation, and physically
correct light transport, both to help account for
diffraction, interference, dispersion, polarization,
etc. Some work is under way
[12][49][50][51][52] in this direction.

To conclude with a plea: never propose tech-
niques or algorithms to simulate natural phenom-
ena without pictures of the "real thing" for com-
parisons. This is still very rarely done (the last
reference is a notable exception), but as the jazz
pianist and composer Les McCann wrote: "Try to
make it real, compared to what?".
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